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Zbigniew Brzezinski co-founded the Trilateral Commission, a member of the Council on Foreign Relations and the Bilderberg Group, and was national security adviser in the Carter administration (1977-1981). In between two ages: America's role in the Technetronic Era, he writes: The nation state as a
fundamental unit of human organized life has ceased to be the main creative force: International banks and multinationals trade and plan in terms that are well ahead of the political concepts of the nation state....... This regionalisation is in line with the Tri-Lateral Plan, which calls for a gradual
convergence of East and West, ultimately leading towards the goal of a world government. National sovereignty is no longer a viable concept. Compared to the technocratic era, his name is The Technotronic era involving the gradual emergence of a more controlled society. Such a society would be
dominated by an elite, unfettered by traditional values (like freedom and democracy). Soon it will be possible to claim almost continuous monitoring over each citizen and maintain up-to-date complete files containing even the most personal information about the citizen. These files will be subject to
immediate download by the authorities. Nation state as a fundamental unit of human organized life has ceased to be the main creative force: International banks and multinationals act and plan in terms that are well ahead of the political concepts of the nation state. Between two ages: Technetronic Era,
1971. – Another threat, less overt, but no less fundamental, confronts liberal democracy. More directly related to the impact of technology, it involves the gradual emergence of a more controlled and managed society. Such a society would be dominated by an elite whose claim to political power would rest
on supposedly superior scientific know-how. Unfazed by the constraints of traditional liberal values, this elite would not hesitate to achieve its political goals using the latest modern techniques to influence public behavior and keep society under close supervision and control. In such circumstances, the
country's scientific and technological momentum would not be reversed, but would actually live on the situation it exploits. ... Persistent social crisis, the emergence of a charismatic personality, and the exploitation of mass media to gain public trust would be the springboard in the piecemeal transformation
of the United States into a highly controlled society. - Zbigniew Brzeziński The technotronic era implies the gradual emergence of a more controlled society. Such a society would be dominated by an elite, unfettered by traditional values. Soon it will be possible to claim almost continuous monitoring over
each citizen and maintain up-to-date complete files, contains even the most personal information Citizen. These files will be subject to immediate download by the authorities. - Zbigniew Brzeziński, Between Two Ages: America's Role in the Technetronic Era In the technotronic society the trend seems to
be towards the aggregation of the individual support of millions of uncoordinated citizens, easily within reach of magnetic and attractive personalities that utilize the latest communication techniques to manipulate emotions and control reason. – Zbigniew Brzeziński, Between two ages: America's Role in
technetronic Era For more revealing quotes from the sources quoted above, please see: and Excerpts reproduced from: Sir Geoffrey E. Pattie's 2000 conspiracy with Law Professor James P. Chandler III in the theft of social networks In early 2000, Clinton warlord James P. Chandler , III had just met
Michael McKibben and Leader Technologies as patent attorney general. He was shown their Internet innovations under attorney-client confidentiality. Chandler saw that these inventions solved the problem of scalability that was bedeviling his C.I.A., IBM, Microsoft, NSA, DoD, FBI and other Deep State
shadow government clients. Lack of scalability in Microsoft and IBM platforms prevented them from building a global spy grid. After rebuilding the AT&T AccessPlus 3.0 e-mail system in the mid-1990s, McKibben saw the problem and spent six years inventing the fix. (Now it's know that Sir Geoffrey,
Chandler and IBM also worked to get around patriots like William Binney at the NSA.) Unknown to leader, Chandler was the intellectual property principal who conceived of and helped build a global spy network in close collaboration with Sir Geoffrey E. Pattie, the Queen's Privy Counselor for Intelligence,
Defense and Propaganda. In retrospect, it appears that Chandler probably took orders from the Queen's Privy Council. Insiders confirm that Chandler boasted at the time that he had just been awarded a lucrative trademark account for British American Tobacco Plc (BAT), the largest publicly traded
tobacco company in the world with hundreds of trademarks to join. The following timeline shows the quid pro quo. Sir Geoffrey was invited to Washington, DC to receive the International Strategic Studies Association (ISSA) Silver Star Award on Jun. 20, 2000 in an event apparently organized by Bill
Clinton's warlord, law professor James P. Chandler. Just months earlier Chandler had agreed to become the intellectual property lawyer for innovator Leader Technologies from Columbus, Ohio. On June 08, 2000, just twelve days before Sir Geoffrey's award, Chandler and his assistant Kelley Clements
attended a crucial Leader product design meeting in Columbus, Ohio captured in the image associated. Warlords and Sir Sir met just 12 days later at the ISSA awards dinner as their excuse to meet. Tellingly, the Issa website had never noticed Sir Geoffrey's award in subsequent years. Nevertheless, Sir
Geoffrey's SCL Group boasts of their skills using Leader Technologies inventions. The following year, these spy skills were enhanced by the following events: Jun. 08, 2000 Clinton espionage consiglieri James P. Chandler III, acting a patent attorney, attended a critical Leader Technologies' product design
meeting about their invention, which has become known as social network Jun. 20, 2000 Sir Geoffrey received an ISSA award reserved for top globalists in Washington, D.C., where he and Chandler are apparently plotting the scrapping of NSA systems with Leader's new network social invention on
Sept. 11, 2001 9/11 Oct. 26, 2001 The Patriot Act facilitated warrentless surveillance October 31, 2001 William Binney resigned from the NSA, saying the agency had gone rogue Nov. 29, 2001 IBM Eclipse Foundation formed by IBM in and without advisers David J. Kappos and James P. Chandler-who
stole Leader Technologies' social network invention to use as a global rogue spy , profit-making, self-financing, propaganda, mind control and 5G killer WiFi eugenics population control scheme The magic of Leader's invention Leader's late 1990s breakthrough in digital scalability gave these
corruptocrats a platform to unite their communications globally-on a large scale not previously possible with IBM and Microsoft platforms. The manager's founder, Michael McKibben, knew this because he had previously rebuilt AT&T's mail system AT&T AccessPlus 3.0. He knew exactly what IBM's and
Microsoft's collaborations were missing was because AT&T Bell Labs engineers had told him after they had abandoned their failed alliance with IBM-Lotus called Network Notes. He knew that they could not scale to the transaction volumes needed for the new Internet. Solver McKibben set out on purpose
to create a whole new paradigm. See The Weaponization of Social Media should concern us all. When they had their ah hah moment in December 1999, McKibben sought legal advice to protect the invention. He was eventually referred to the federal government's top intellectual property lawyer, James
P. Chandler, III. McKibben did not know that Chandler was the boss of the world's corrupt aristocrats. Chandler, who was already conspiring with the C.I.A., NSA, IBM, Microsoft, Cisco and Silicon Valley, knew that Leader's invention would finally enable them to accomplish their dream of spying on
everyone. Like wolves in sheep's clothing, they offered social services and email for free, filled with smooth legalese that gave them rights to all user data forever. This power has completely destroyed them. Property and privacy were abolished in their pursuit of the seven deadly sins... in the name of
national security, of course. What they weren't planning was that Leader's could not be controlled so precisely. Social Social figured out ways to beat their censors and spread the truth using the very tools that they are trying to enslave us. Extract reproduced from: 4e. The Snowden file disclosures (not
revelations in MSM, but in the actual documents that @ElizabethleaVos &amp; I have thoroughly investigated) reveal far more than mass surveillance. They reveal the total undermining of every facet of human society by the intelligence services 4f. These files reveal, in the NSA's own words, that they are
looking to build a global network that gives them 100% coverage of every inch of the planet. The wars are not just for oil. They are for global hegemony. The globalists intend to dominate every country on earth. 7h. Why are you doing this? Why try to discredit Q? I observed but didn't judge or form an
opinion on the Q thing for a long time. I knew time would tell the true colors behind it. As soon as I saw it aimed at Deep State targets, rather than Deep State, the game was up. 8. Here comes the good bit. From my perspective. This is where I come to highlight a host of very consequential info about the
global network that has flown under the radar of most people and has been largely ignored by the media, and escaped notice of #QAnon. Buckle up. I don't want to talk in secret. I'm not going to make you spend hours guessing games. I'm not going to give you just little bits of information. I'm going to give
you direct testimonials from the NSA's own files, then links to files, images and source documents. 8b. Under-the-radar Snowden #1: It's nonsense that the CIA &amp; NSA are in competition. They are the left &amp; right arm of the executive. The NSA collects data, the CIA acts on it. Evidence one: CIA
awards awards to NSA employees: Snowden Archive - Denial & Deception Awards A list of recipients of the Director of Central Intelligence's Denial and Deception Awards. II): Proof two: two:
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